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Case B&W type 4000 for DJI Mavic 3 / Mavic 3 Cine black

DJI Mavic 3 B&W drone case type 4000
This practical case by B&W allows you to safely store your DJI Mavic 3 / DJI Mavic 3 Cine drone and selected accessories. It is extremely
roomy,  and  thanks  to  the  hard  foam  insert  it  provides  reliable  protection  for  the  devices  placed  in  it.  It  was  also  equipped  with  an
additional pocket for documents and small items. Now you can always have everything you need at hand.
 
Solid
The suitcase is made of excellent quality polypropylene, making it extremely durable. It is also distinguished by being IP67 waterproof
and  dustproof.  No  dirt  will  get  into  it.  It  will  provide  reliable  protection  for  your  drone  regardless  of  the  weather  conditions  -  even  in
temperatures from -30°C to 80°C. What's more, the automatic valve allows you to safely use it also in environments with high pressure
differences.
 
Spacious
Freely transport your drone and all the necessary accessories. The case is very spacious, and thanks to special compartments it is easy
to keep order. You can fit not only your Mavic 3 or Mavic 3 Cine, but also the DJI RC-N1 or DJI RC Pro, 6 smart batteries, charging hub,
charger, charging cable, propellers, 2 ND filters and other accessories. There is an extra pocket in the lid of the case to store propellers,
tablet or documents such as drone insurance.
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User-friendly
Using the suitcase is extremely convenient. Specially designed latches allow for quick opening and closing. Rubber finish of the handle
provides comfort of use and makes the product easy to carry. As many as 2 additional holes allow you to lock the case with a padlock
(Ø7mm) - this way you increase security and reduce the risk of theft of your drone or accessories. You can also charge up to 3 batteries
directly in the case. Note: the case must be open when charging the batteries.
 
Brand
B&W
Model
4000/B/Mavic3
Waterproof
IP67
Material
PP
Inner dimensions
385x265x165mm
Outer dimensions
420x325x180mm
Weight
2.68kg
Capacity
16.6l
Warranty
30 years
Temperature resistance
-30°C-80°C
Color
Black

Preço:

€ 163.00

Modelismo, Malas e bagagem, Suitcases
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